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Introduction

The Complaint
The Authorities Budget Office (ABO) is empowered by its governing statute to “initiate
formal investigations in response to complaints or appearances of non-compliance by an
authority” (Section 6(2)(d) of Title 2 of the Public Authorities Law).
On July 16, 2014 the ABO received a written complaint requesting that it review the
conduct of the board of directors of the New York State Environmental Facilities
Corporation (EFC) to determine if the board committed potential violations of the Public
Authorities Law. A copy of the complaint is attached to this report as Appendix I.
The complaint suggested that the EFC board of directors may have acted inappropriately
when it voted to authorize a $511.45 million loan from the Clean Water State Revolving
Loan Fund (CWSRF) to the New York State Thruway Authority (NYSTA) for purposes
associated with construction of the “New New York Bridge”, the replacement for the
current Tappan Zee Bridge. The complaint raises concerns that the EFC board failed to
exercise independent judgment and the necessary diligence and care when it authorized
the use of CWSRF funds to pay for elements of the NYSTA bridge project that the
complainants believe did not qualify for funding under the federal Clean Water Act. In
addition, the complaint argues that the board authorized the loan in violation of its own
policies and loan practices.
Scope of the Review
As part of its review, the ABO met with the complainants, EFC board members, and EFC,
NYSTA and Division of the Budget staff. The ABO also spoke with the Regional
Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), reviewed the minutes of
EFC board meetings and Policy Committee meetings for 2013 and 2014, reviewed
correspondence between EFC and the EPA, reviewed information on the CWSRF
program and loan application process, and examined documents related to the NYSTA
bridge project prepared by NYSTA and EFC staff and presented to EFC directors. The
ABO limited its review to the role of the EFC board in authorizing the CWSRF loan. The
ABO made no attempt to determine if the proposed CWSRF loan met Clean Water Act
standards.
Individuals were not placed under oath, no subpoenas were issued, and the information
obtained by the ABO was voluntarily provided or gathered through a review of public
records. This report is based on and reflects only the information and documents known
to the ABO at the time it was written.
Appendix II provides examples of the core questions posed to EFC board members.
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Governance Structure of the Environmental Facilities Corporation
EFC is a financing agency. Its mission is “to provide low-cost capital and expert technical
assistance for environmental projects.” To carry out this mission, EFC is governed by a
seven member board of directors. Three directors are ex officio: the Commissioner of the
Department of Environmental Conservation, who serves as the EFC Chair; the
Commissioner of Health; and the Secretary of State. Four directors are appointed by the
Governor, subject to Senate confirmation, and serve six year terms.
The three ex officio directors “may, by official proxy…designate an officer in their
respective department to perform, in their absence, their respective duties” as a director.
Such a designee would have the full rights and duties of a board member.
Currently, one of the four positions appointed by the Governor is vacant. This position
was vacant during the entire period the CWSRF loan to NYSTA was under discussion.
The Clean Water State Revolving Fund
New York State’s Clean Water State Revolving Fund (CWSRF) is authorized by state law
to provide financial assistance to eligible projects under the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act. It is jointly administered by the Department of Environmental Conservation
and the Environmental Facilities Corporation (EFC). The CWSRF “provides low-interest
rate financing to municipalities to construct water quality protection projects such as
sewers and wastewater treatment facilities”, up to the full cost of the project. The
CWSRF’s short-term financing program has an interest free component. EFC states that
the “goal of the CWSRF is to fund projects whose purpose is to preserve, protect, or
improve water quality.”
The types of projects that qualify for CWSRF loans include:
1. Point Source Projects, such as the construction or rehabilitation of sewer or
wastewater treatment facilities.
2. Non-Point Source Projects, such as storm water management and the closure of
landfills.
3. Habitat preservation and restoration projects that protect marine life within the New
York/New Jersey Hudson River Estuary.
To qualify for a CWSRF loan, both the applicant and the project must meet eligibility
criteria. After a project is evaluated and determined eligible by EFC staff, it is included on
the Intended Use Plan (IUP). The IUP is prepared annually by EFC, but may be revised
throughout the year. The IUP, as well as the manner in which it is revised, is subject to
public review and comment. The IUP identifies how CWSRF funds will be used, and
includes a description of all eligible projects.
Inclusion on the IUP Annual Project Priority List allows the project owner to submit an
application to EFC for financing. EFC board approval is an authorization for EFC staff to
process the loan. Generally, the board delegates to staff the responsibility to negotiate
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the terms and conditions of the loan, but the board’s authorization may specify those
terms. The board typically receives a one page summary of each project in advance of its
authorization.
To finance the transaction, EFC may purchase the general obligation bonds, revenue
bonds, and notes of the loan recipient in a negotiated sale, and use its credit as collateral.
The Proposed CWSRF Loan
The New York State Thruway Authority (NYSTA) applied to EFC for a CWSRF loan to
fund those elements of the bridge project intended to protect the water quality of the
Hudson River associated with the construction of the new bridge and the demolition and
removal of the current Tappan Zee Bridge -- such as the restoration of natural habitats
and the management and disposal of any toxic contamination caused by the construction.
While all parties recognized that the loan would be a unique and creative use of the
CWSRF, both NYSTA and EFC considered the loan appropriate since it would reimburse
only for those costs that aligned with the environmental protection goals of the
Comprehensive Conservation Management Plan (CCMP) for the New York/New Jersey
Estuary. The estuary encompasses the New York harbor and the Hudson River north to
the City of Troy.
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Results of the Review
Presentation of NYSTA Proposal to EFC Board
EFC board members told the ABO that the proposal to fund a portion of the costs of the
NYSTA bridge project through a CWSRF loan was first presented to them at two meetings
of the EFC Policy Committee in August 2013. The Policy Committee is a committee of
the whole comprised of all board members. The ABO confirmed that the dates of these
meetings were August 14 and August 27.
The August 14, 2013 meeting was conducted in executive session. NYSTA staff briefed
the EFC board on the need for the new bridge, the design elements of the project,
NYSTA’s procurement process and a proposed repayment model based on a systemwide
plan of finance.
At this meeting EFC staff presented its analysis of the eligibility of certain project elements
for CWSRF financing, including the compatibility of the environmental remediation
elements of the NYSTA bridge project with the Comprehensive Conservation
Management Plan (CCMP) for the New York/New Jersey Estuary. EFC staff presented
details on the credit worthiness of NYSTA and the basics of a plan of finance, the terms
of which included the purchase of NYSTA securities by EFC. This was typical of a CWSRF
loan.
The three appointees of the Governor attended the meeting (one by videoconference).
The designees of the Health Commissioner and the Secretary of State also attended. The
Commissioner of the Department of Environmental Conservation (and EFC Chair) was
not present or represented at the meeting.
Participants characterized the meeting as “preliminary”, “conceptual” and “exploratory”
and not a decision-making meeting since NYSTA was not prepared at that time to apply
for the loan.
On August 27, 2013 EFC staff again met with the EFC board in executive session to
provide a more detailed analysis of the eligibility of certain project elements for CWSRF
funding and their compatibility with the goals and objectives of the CCMP, as well as the
NYSTA bridge project’s scope and potential financing. This meeting did not address the
structure or terms of a CWSRF loan or NYSTA’s financial position. The meeting was
attended by two board members appointed by the Governor (one by videoconference)
and the designees of the three ex officio members. The third appointed board member
participated by teleconference. Representatives of NYSTA were also present.
EFC board members told the ABO that they were not presented with a NYSTA application
for bridge project funding at either of these meetings.
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EFC board members informed us that they did not receive any NYSTA bridge project
status reports or financial updates from staff between August 27, 2013 and May 1, 2014.
More than one board member acknowledged that there was little to no interaction among
board members or with staff on the NYSTA bridge project during this time.
Actions Leading Up to the June 26 Vote Authorizing the CWSRF Loan
A timeline of key events from August 2013 leading up to the June 26, 2014 board meeting
is included in this report as Appendix III.
May 1, 2014: On May 1, 2014 the EFC board planned to hold a brief Policy Committee
meeting. Following the meeting, the board was to visit the NYSTA bridge project site, after
which it was to hold a question and answer session with NYSTA and EFC staff. On April
30, the site visit was cancelled due to expected inclement weather. Instead of the planned
Policy Committee meeting, the available board members held a “discussion meeting” at
EFC offices the morning of May 1, 2014. Since there was no quorum present this meeting
was not subject to Open Meetings Law or required to be open to the public.
This was the first meeting organized for the board to discuss the NYSTA bridge project
since August 2013.Two appointed board members and one designee apparently attended
the meeting. When asked about this meeting, board members did not provide direct and
substantive answers. Participants did not recall who was present at the meeting and
indicated that attendance or meeting minutes were not taken. Neither the board members
nor EFC staff provided the ABO with any personal meeting notes. None of the three board
members recalled chairing the meeting or why it was scheduled for May 1 after an eight
month hiatus (particularly since a regular board meeting was scheduled for May 8). None
of these members offered an explanation for why presentations were made by EFC and
NYSTA staff in the absence of a quorum.
The meeting was characterized by EFC and NYSTA staff as an opportunity to re-engage
the board and re-state the need for a Tappan Zee replacement bridge, discuss the
implications of a loan on other potential CWSRF projects in New York City (the CWSRF
allocation from which a loan would be made) and the continued eligibility of certain project
elements for funding, as well as to discuss the basics of the NYSTA financing plan and
credit strength.
This was the final meeting at which board members discussed the NYSTA bridge project
and NYSTA’s credit worthiness prior to the June 26, 2014 meeting to authorize the loan.
Yet, the ABO was unable to document who attended or participated in the meeting, what
exchanges occurred, what issues related to the loan were discussed, or if decisions were
reached or directives issued on how to proceed with the loan proposal.
May 20, 2014: In the first of a series of interactions, EFC staff met with EPA officials in
Washington to explain the NYSTA bridge project and to make the case that elements of
the project met Clean Water Act and CWSRF eligibility requirements. EFC staff arranged
the meeting to inform EPA of the intended innovative and creative use of the loan funds
and to solicit EPA’s views on the proposal. EFC did not believe EPA project approval was
necessary. We understand from board members that this meeting was initiated by EFC
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without the prior knowledge of the board. According to the EPA Regional Administrator,
EFC was told by EPA officials that they should meet with regional officials, since regional
offices are responsible for reviewing and approving the use of CWSRF funds for local
clean water related projects.
May 28, 2014: EFC General Counsel wrote to the Chief of the State Revolving Funds
Branch at EPA headquarters in Washington, DC. This letter restated EFC’s position that
certain project elements are eligible for a CWSRF loan and asked that EPA consider this
proposal and provide EFC with its views by June 15, 2014.
May 30, 2014: NYSTA submitted its formal project application to EFC. Attached to the
required Project Listing Form was a Technical Memorandum prepared by NYSTA’s
consultants which articulated NYSTA’s case for the eligibility of certain project elements
for CWSRF funding and the projected reimbursable cost for each element. Pursuant to
EFC procedures, this project listing form should have been submitted by February 1, 2014
to be eligible for a loan in federal fiscal year 2013-14. EFC staff also acknowledged that
this submittal served as the CWSRF financing application. In accordance with EFC
procedure, this application is to be submitted after the project is approved and included
on the IUP.
June 11, 2014: The NYSTA bridge project was added to the IUP Annual Project Priority
List and included in the Department of Environmental Conservation’s Environmental
Notice Bulletin (ENB). This was the first public notice that NYSTA was applying for
CWSRF funding.
June 16, 2014: The Governor’s press office issued a release that announced the EFC
board would be making $511.45 million in low-cost loans to NYSTA for environmental
protection and Hudson River restoration elements of the NYSTA bridge project. The
announcement did not categorically state that the board had voted to authorize this loan.
The EFC press office understood that the press release was issued on June 16 in
response to a media report that the “New New York Bridge” project was added to the
Annual Project Priority List of the IUP. The EFC press office stated that the press release
was intended to explain the NYSTA bridge project to the public and the press in advance
of EFC’s June 26 board meeting.
The EFC press office had, as a matter of routine, started to draft an announcement in the
days before the board meeting in anticipation that a press release would be issued
immediately after the board authorized the loan on June 26. It was this draft that served
as the basis for the June 16 press release. The EFC press office told the ABO that the
mention of the board making the loan to NYSTA was in the draft June 26 announcement,
and its inclusion in the June 16 press release was portrayed by EFC as an oversight that
should have been deleted.
When questioned, EFC board members indicated they had been unaware of the press
release prior to the vote. Board members stated that their position on the loan
authorization was not or would not have been influenced by prior knowledge of the press
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release. The EFC press office confirmed that its usual practice is not to distribute press
releases to board members and that this announcement was not shared with the board.
The press release is Appendix IV of this report.
June 23, 2014: The EFC Chairman wrote a memorandum to the EPA Administrator in
Washington addressing concerns raised in their phone conversation of the prior week.
Once more, EFC presented its case that the loan of CWSRF moneys to NYSTA is a
creative and eligible use of funds that would achieve environmental and infrastructure
objectives.
June 25, 2014: The EPA Region 2 Administrator responded to the EFC board chair and
intentionally copied each board member (excluding designees). This letter was the official
EPA response to EFC’s May 28, 2014 letter and the Chairman’s memorandum of June
23, 2014. (See Appendix V for all EFC/EPA correspondence)
Based on our interviews with EFC board members, the receipt of this letter on June 25
marked the first time they received any written documentation describing firsthand the
concerns raised by EPA in prior discussions and correspondence. Previous to receiving
this letter the board relied on staff characterizations of these meetings.
In this letter the Regional Administrator wrote that “we want to ensure that the process
surrounding this decision is transparent and, given the size, scope, and seemingly
unconventional approach to the use of CWSRF, that the parties involved have exercised
due diligence, and carefully scrutinized the project details and considered the implications
vis-à-vis the legislative purpose of the Clean Water Act.” This letter also states that prior
correspondence “gave rise to several questions pertaining to eligibility for CWSRF
funding.”
The Regional Administrator requested that EFC provide additional information and
address eight specific questions in an effort to better understand the analysis EFC staff
undertook to conclude that the project elements were eligible for CWSRF funding.
The Regional Administrator informed the ABO that the letter was sent to the entire board
so that each member would be fully informed of EPA’s concerns and to convey that EPA
was troubled by the fact that the use of CWSRF funds for the NYSTA bridge project had
not been subject to a required public comment period.
June 26, 2014 Board Meeting: This is the only board meeting that was held to discuss
the NYSTA bridge project at which all appointed board members, ex officio members or
their designees were present – although one appointed board member participated by
videoconference (See Appendix VI for a record of board member attendance).
At this public meeting the EFC board voted 6-0 to authorize the $511.45 million CWSRF
loan. This action represented the first step in the loan approval process. The NYSTA
board was required to authorize NYSTA to accept the loan and the loan had to be
approved by the Public Authorities Control Board (PACB). EFC and NYSTA staff had to
negotiate agreement on the terms and conditions of the repayment plan, and finally, the
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repayment contract needed approval from the Office of the State Comptroller. Only then
could the loan actually be made to NYSTA.
This was the first public meeting at which the use of $511.45 million in CWSRF funding
was acknowledged. At the meeting EFC staff made a presentation to the board (similar
to the presentations made at the August 2013 Policy Committee meetings) that outlined
EFC’s general authority to use CWSRF moneys for this project and its compatibility with
the objectives of the Comprehensive Conservation Management Plan. There was no
discussion of NYSTA’s credit worthiness or capacity to repay the loan. A copy of the
project application received from NYSTA on May 30, 2014 was not shared with the board.
One board member shared with us “surprise” that EFC staff did not present a stronger
rebuttal to arguments raised by opponents of the loan or that the vote was not postponed.
Prior to authorizing the loan the board did not raise concerns about the EPA letter,
express interest in a fuller discussion of the EPA’s concerns, or suggest a meeting with
EPA Region 2 officials.
At the same time, each of the board members told the ABO that they had no contact with
anyone representing the Governor on this issue and no effort was made to pressure or
influence their vote.
Responsibilities of the EFC Board
Each member of the EFC board of directors, as required by Section 2824 (1)(h) of the
Public Authorities Law, signed an “Acknowledgement of Fiduciary Duties and
Responsibilities”. This document affirms that the director will perform his/her duties and
responsibilities to the best of their abilities; make reasonable inquiry of management and
others with knowledge and expertise to inform their decisions; exercise independent
judgment; and attend board and committee meetings and engage fully in the board’s
decision-making process (A copy of this Acknowledgement is Appendix VII). This review
found instances where the board’s actions did not appear to meet these standards.
Open Meetings Law: The underlying legal premise of Article 7 of the Public Officers Law
(Open Meetings Law) is that all meetings of public bodies are to be conducted in public.
The public body may conduct an executive session only for those limited purposes
enumerated in Section 105 of the Law. One such enumerated purpose (and the
justification used by the EFC board) is to discuss “the proposed acquisition of securities,
or sale or exchange of securities held by such public body, but only when publicity would
substantially affect the value thereof” (emphasis added).
The documentation reviewed by the ABO and information provided by those interviewed
appear to show that the board did not comply with Open Meetings Law requirements.
On August 14, 2013 and August 27, 2013 the EFC Policy Committee met in executive
session. These meetings were described as “conceptual” or “exploratory” and convened
to discuss such topics as the need for a Tappan Zee replacement bridge; the project’s
environmental review and procurement process; the winning contract design; the project
costs; NYSTA’s general plan of finance; and EFC’s staff analysis of the eligibility of certain
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project elements for the CWSRF loan. None of these issues are included in the purposes
enumerated in Section 105 that allow for executive session.
The discussion regarding NYSTA’s general plan of finance included EFC’s potential
purchase of NYSTA bonds through a negotiated sale. This is typical of EFC financing
under the CWSRF program. Since the purchase of NYSTA bonds would be negotiated
with EFC and backed by EFC’s collateral, it is unlikely that the public disclosure of the
bond sale would substantially affect its value. Therefore, such a discussion would not
meet the justification for executive session.
The board and EFC staff are expected to know that the discussion of topics not germane
to those purposes enumerated in Open Meetings Law must be discussed in open and
public meetings. Meeting in executive session resulted in a lack of transparency and
disclosure. This lack of transparency and disclosure by the board is an underlying cause
for the complaint.
Intended Use Plan: Pursuant to federal regulations, the Intended Use Plan (IUP) must
be prepared annually and must be subject to public comment and review before being
submitted to EPA. EPA must receive the IUP prior to the award of the grant. The IUP
project list may be amended during the year under provisions established in the IUP.
The NYSTA project was added as a minor modification to the IUP. EFC procedures allow
for minor modifications and amendments to the Final IUP through a notice in the
Environmental Notice Bulletin. Section 35.3150(c) of the Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR), “Amending the Intended Use Plan (IUP)”, states that the IUP project list may be
changed during the year under provisions established in the IUP so long as the projects
have been previously identified through the public participation process.
At the time the NYSTA project was added to the IUP, the potential use of CWSRF funds
for this project had not been subject to public comment. EFC contended that inclusion of
the NYSTA project as a minor modification to the IUP was appropriate since it did not
jeopardize access to funding for any other already listed subsidized project. This
argument, however, does not address the requirement of Section 35.3150(a) that all
eligible projects must be subject to an initial public comment period before the loan is
disbursed. Section 35.3150 of the CFR is the official regulation governing the CWSRF.
Our review found that the board did not question why the project was added to the IUP
on June 11, 2014 and why the public was denied a comment period. The ABO received
no explanation why the board did not obtain adequate assurance that required procedures
and federal requirements were followed given the unique nature of the proposed
financing.
Protection of Assets: The NYSTA bridge project has been described as a “creative”,
“innovative”, and “unique” use of the CWSRF. For this reason, EFC staff had a number
of communications with EPA seeking its support, which it does not do routinely for other
CWSRF projects. Yet, in many ways the board treated this as a routine project.
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Board members expressed the opinion that the board generally looks to approve all
proposed CWSRF loans. In effect, we were told that the default vote was “yes” unless
staff presented the board a compelling argument against approving an application. Board
members stated that they approve every qualified project. A review of board meeting
minutes showed that the average public board meeting in 2014 (other than the June 26
meeting) concluded in less than 35 minutes (including time spent in executive session),
although the board considered and approved at least 37 loan proposals, bond
authorizations and bond refinancings. Board members acknowledged that such approvals
are routine with little discussion or debate on projects prior to adoption of resolutions.
Similar to other loan proposals under consideration, we were told the board only received
a summary of the NYSTA bridge project from staff. As with any other project, the updated
fact sheet was provided to the board a few days prior to the June 26 vote. Also, as is
EFC board practice, the board did not receive or review the project application that was
submitted by NYSTA on May 30, 2014 or the terms of the loan repayment. As with other
loans, repayment terms were to be negotiated by staff after the loan was authorized.
Consistent with normal practice, the board relied on a staff analysis of the project. Board
members indicated that they were satisfied with the legal and program analysis that was
done and added that staff analysis had never proven to be unreliable. The board did not
raise concerns about the legal justification for the loan and board members were satisfied
that authorization of the loan was consistent with EFC’s mission. Certain board members
tended to raise more questions than others, but those questions were often to clarify how
the loan would be used to reimburse specific elements of the project rather than to settle
broader legal or programmatic issues.
Board members indicated that they discussed the project and sought the views of outside
experts available to them personally and individually, such as agency counsels and
program staff, academics and environmental advocates, which is expected of board
members.
The Acknowledgement of Fiduciary Duties and Responsibilities calls for directors to
perform their duties with proper diligence and care and to be fully engaged in the
decisionmaking process. Yet, the June 26, 2014 board meeting was the only meeting on
the project attended by the board chair. Another board member only participated in board
meetings by videoconference, including those when the NYSTA bridge project was
discussed. Board members acknowledged that they have no personal interaction with
each other and never discuss issues with each other outside of formal meetings. The
Secretary of State and the Health Commissioner do not attend meetings and each have
appointed a primary and secondary designee, either of whom could attend meetings as
their official representatives. As a result, neither ex officio representative has continuity in
representation. For example, based on the information available to the ABO, the primary
designee of the Secretary of State who voted to authorize the loan on June 26, 2014 did
not participate in either of the August 2013 meetings or the May 1, 2014 meeting which
were the only meetings when the project was discussed by board members.
Based on information available to the ABO it appears that the board did exercise care in
protecting the assets of the EFC. The mission of EFC is to provide low-cost financing to
municipalities for eligible water quality protection projects. In doing so, the board has an
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obligation to protect the assets of the CWSRF. The solvency of the CWSRF apparently
was not an issue. EFC has argued that authorization of the loan to the NYSTA bridge
project, as a qualified project, would not jeopardize funding available for other New York
City water quality projects. The board understood that the Fund “had more than $1 billion
in unallocated funds” in the current year. If the NYSTA bridge project loan was authorized,
the Fund could still roll over close to $500 million for projects in 2015-16 after loans for all
qualified projects were authorized. Moreover, since funding was in the form of a loan it
would be repaid and the CWSRF would be made whole if the loan was executed.
The record indicates that the board heard presentations on the ability of NYSTA to repay
a $511.45 million CWSRF loan. The board understood that NYSTA had the capacity to
issue bonds and to raise revenues through tolls sufficient to support the cost of the
NYSTA bridge project, let alone repay the EFC loan.
Terms of the Loan Repayment: The board typically does not see a project loan
application or the terms and conditions of a repayment agreement before authorizing a
loan. That information is not necessary to assess the credit worthiness of the recipient.
The obligation of board members is to determine “if” not “how” the loan will be repaid by
a credit qualified loan recipient.
In this case, given the capacity of NYSTA to generate revenue across its system the board
did not need to consider if the loan would be repaid through toll adjustments on the entire
Thruway, toll adjustments only on the new bridge, or if other potential revenue sources
would be tapped to repay the loan. Once the board established the credit worthiness and
revenue capacity of NYSTA it had met its responsibility to protect the authority’s assets
and the integrity of the loan fund.
Engagement of the Board: Based on interviews and documentation, it is clear that the
EFC board is heavily reliant on and routinely defers to staff to determine if a project meets
program eligibility requirements and has the financial capacity to repay the loan. At the
same time, the board acknowledged this was not a routine loan application. Yet, other
than two “preliminary” and “conceptual” discussions of the project in August 2013 and one
meeting at which a quorum of board members was not present, the board did not meet to
discuss or review details of the NYSTA bridge project or the application prior to convening
a meeting on June 26, 2014 to authorize the CWSRF loan.
The board was aware of the reservations and questions raised by EPA prior to its vote,
since it had received the Regional EPA Administrator’s June 25, 2014 letter. However,
receipt of the Regional Administrator’s letter did not “raise a red flag” and alert the board
that the EPA concerns were serious and needed the board’s attention. The board also
made no independent effort to gather additional or clarifying information about EPA’s
position.
Board members expressed little concern over the issues raised in that letter. Board
members acknowledged that going into the June 26 board meeting they were prepared
to authorize the loan.
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At the June 26 meeting, board members again listened to a staff presentation and
accepted the staff’s position that the project met the requirements of the Clean Water Act
and was eligible for a CWSRF loan. While one or more board members had private
concerns after receiving the June 25 letter those concerns were not voiced publicly prior
to the authorization vote.
The board did not consider or discuss delaying the authorization in light of the EPA letter,
reaching out to the EPA to discuss its concerns, or consulting outside legal counsel for
an independent opinion on the use of the CWSRF.
The board also did not question why the NYSTA bridge project was not subject to public
comment as required by federal regulation before appearing on the IUP and in the
Environmental Notice Bulletin.
Other Issue Identified During the Review
Ex Officio Board Members and Designees: Section 1282(4) of Title 12 of the Public
Authorities Law sets forth the structure of the EFC board of directors. The board
comprises four appointees of the Governor, the commissioners of the Department of
Environmental Conservation and the Health Department, and the Secretary of State. The
three agency heads serve as ex officio voting directors. The three ex officio directors
“may, by official proxy…designate an officer in their respective department to perform, in
their absence, their respective duties” as a director.
This review discovered that the Health Commissioner and the Secretary of State both
appointed a primary and a secondary designee. These designees were interchangeable
and either could attend EFC board meetings with the full rights and duties of a board
member. The use of designees impacts the continuity of meetings and representation on
behalf of the ex officio director. We also believe these designations are inconsistent with
statutory language that provides for the naming of “an officer” not multiple officers to serve
as the ex officio’s designee.
We recommend that the board adhere to the statutory language of its governing statute
and not accept the proxy of an ex officio director that names more than one designee.
The review also found that neither of these two ex officio directors attends any EFC board
meetings and the board chair only attended one meeting in 2014 leading up to the June
26 board meeting at which the CWSRF loan was authorized. As this report notes, the
designee of the Secretary of State who voted to authorize the loan had not attended any
of the three prior meetings at which the legal and programmatic basis for authorizing the
loan was discussed. This raises a legitimate question as to what purpose is served by
having ex officio board members on public boards.
Of potentially more significant concern is the fact that Section 1282(4) states that four
directors constitute a quorum and that the EFC board has the power to act by a majority
of directors present at any meeting at which a quorum is present. This presents the very
real, but unintended, scenario that the three designees – acting without the consent of
any “official” board member – could bind the EFC to any decision they make.
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Appendix I

Appendix I

Appendix I

Appendix I

Appendix II

Base Questions for EFC Directors:

1.

When did you receive the bridge project for your consideration?

2.

Was this received in the form of a comprehensive project application or summary
form?

3.

Does board typically review the applications submitted for CWSRF? If not, what is
basis for decisions?

4.

Is it typical for board to discuss applications for CWSRF in executive session? Why
was it necessary or appropriate to hold these discussions in executive session?

5.

When/if did you receive project, legal or financial analysis from EDC staff? In what
form was this analysis provided?

6.

Given that this was a unique and unprecedented use of the CWSRF, what
discussions did the board have concerning the Fund as a funding source?

7.

When and how frequently did those discussions occur?

8.

What discussions did the board have concerning repayment of the loan by the
NYSTA?

9.

August 2013 Policy Committee Meeting – Why wasn’t project put on IUP in
September 2013, as planned?

10.

May 1, 2014 Policy Committee meeting – Who was in attendance? What was
discussed?

11.

June 26, 2014 Board Meeting – Why did application (submitted 5/30/14) indicate
$515 million needed, Board Packet fact sheet indicate $506 million needed, but
approved for $511 million?

12.

Why did you proceed with the June 26 vote in light of questions raised by EPA
Region 2 in its June 25 letter? When did the board receive this letter? Why did it not
generate discussions or questions prior to vote?

13.

With whom did you discuss this project outside of the public board meetings?

14.

When did you decide to vote in favor of this project?

Appendix III
Date
8/14/13

8/27/13

4/14/14
4/24/14
4/30/14

5/1/14

5/20/14
5/28/14
5/30/14
6/11/14
6/16/14
6/19/14

6/23/14

Timeline of Events 2013-2014
Event
Policy Committee met in executive session to discuss Thruway project.
Presentations were made by EFC and Thruway staff indicating how the
project qualified for CWSRF funding, credit strength of the Thruway, and the
plan of finance and availability of funds to finance the project. The next steps
and deadlines leading to closure of the loan were discussed. EFC’s
presentation indicates that the IUP will be amended 9/9/13, the loan will close
9/26/13, and that the targeted drawdown of funds will be Fall 2013 – 2018.
Policy Committee met in executive session to discuss Thruway project.
Discussions included the project scope, risks, constraints, financing and
timing of the release of the plan for the project. Also discussed what needed
to take place prior to authorization, finalization of security structure, and
allocation of funding. EFC board required the Thruway to provide the form of
debt to be purchased by EFC, and an approving resolution from the Thruway
board before EFC would authorize. EFC board directed staff to prepare and
present all required information as soon as possible. Discussed that
provisions could be included in the financing agreement due to time
constraints to get approvals of the security structure and PACB approval.
EFC staff again made a presentation as to how CWSRF funding is
appropriate.
Notice of Policy Committee Meeting to be held 5/1/14
Agenda and packet distributed to EFC board members for 5/1/14 meeting
Notice that tour of project is postponed and discussion meeting to take place
on 5/1/14.
Confidential material distributed to select EFC board members for 5/1/14
meeting
EFC board members and others met with Thruway Authority to discuss
project. (No minutes for this meeting provided.)
EFC presentation was an update of the 8/14/13 presentation indicating the
loan will close August 2014, and that the targeted drawdown of funds will be
Fall 2014 – 2018. (Presentation does not indicate when project is planned to
be included in IUP.)
Staff met with EPA in Washington for the first time
Letter from EFC staff indicates met the prior week with George Ames, Chief
State Revolving Funds Branch of EPA
Thruway formally submits application for loan to EFC
EFC Public Notice that project is being added to IUP
Governor’s Press Release – EFC will make $511 million loan to Thruway for
bridge project
Board packet distributed to EFC board.
Includes Notice of meeting; Agenda; May 28, 2014 letter to EPA; Memo from
Thruway consultant AKRF discussing how project fits CCMP; Project Fact
Sheet; Proposed Board Resolution; and EFC Presentation on how project is
eligible for CWSRF funds.
Memo to EPA Administrator McCarthy. Indicates DEC Commissioner
Martens spoke with McCarthy the prior week regarding Thruway project and
use of CWSRF funds. (Not clear if provided to board.)

Appendix III
6/24/14

Additional material provided to EFC board.
Includes 6/24/14 letter from environmental groups; 6/19/14 letter from
Assemblyman Brennan; EFC 6/24/14 Response to Assembly; EFC 6/24/14
Response to environmental groups; 6/25/14 letter from environmental groups.

6/25/14

Letter from EPA Region 2 responding to 5/28/14 letter and 6/23/14 memo.
Letter expresses questions regarding the eligibility of using CWSRF funds for
Thruway project.
EFC approves $511 million loan of CWSRF funds for Thruway project.
Detailed presentation by EFC staff, but little questions from EFC board
members.
(Note: board entered executive discussion to discuss personnel matters, and
afterward approved the proposed salary increases for executive staff.
However, this information was not included in the board package of 6/19/14.)

6/26/14
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Board Member Record of Attendance

Member
J. Martens,
Chair
DEC
Designee
C. Perales
DOS
Designee

Policy
Committe
8/14/13 8/27/13

1/16

2/13

3/13

2014
Board Meetings
4/9
5/8
6/5

6/26

8/14

9/11

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

N/A

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

H. Zucker
DOH
Designee

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

C.
Kruzansky

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

F.
Corcoran

Yes*

V.
DeMarchi

Yes

4th
Appointee
Length of
Meeting
(hrs)

Yes* Yes* Yes* Yes* Yes* Yes* Yes* Yes*
Yes*

Yes Yes* Yes*

No Yes*

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

----

----

----

1:35 0:40

0:50

----

----

----

----

----

----

0:25

1:09

0:35

0:20

0:20

0:15

Note: * Attended board meeting via videoconference or teleconference
The Commissioner of the Department of Environmental Conservation, the Secretary of State,
and the Commissioner of the Department of Health, by law, may appoint a designee to represent
them on the board.
The EFC board is comprised of three ex officio members and four appointees of the Governor. The
fourth appointed board member position is currently vacant.

Appendix VII

Acknowledgement of Fiduciary Duties and Responsibilities
As a member of the Authority's board of directors, I understand that I have a fiduciary obligation to perform my
duties and responsibilities to the best of my abilities, in good faith and with proper diligence and care, consistent
with the enabling statute, mission, and by-laws of the Authority and the laws of New York State. The
requirements set forth in this acknowledgement are based on the provisions of New York State law, including
but not limited to the Public Authorities Reform Act of 2009, Public Officers Law, and General Municipal Law.
As a member of the board of directors:
I.

Mission Statement
I have read and understand the mission of the Authority; and the mission is designed to achieve a public
purpose on behalf of the State of New York. I further understand that my fiduciary duty to this Authority is
derived from and governed by its mission.
I agree that I have an obligation to become knowledgeable about the mission, purpose, functions,
responsibilities, and statutory duties of the Authority and, when I believe it necessary, to make reasonable
inquiry of management and others with knowledge and expertise so as to inform my decisions.

II. Deliberation
I understand that my obligation is to act in the best interests of the Authority and the People of the State of
New York whom the Authority serves.
I agree that I will exercise independent judgment on all matters before the board.
I understand that any interested party may comment on any matter or proposed resolution that comes before
the board of directors consistent with the laws governing procurement policy and practice, be it the general
public, an affected party, a party potentially impacted by such matter or an elected or appointed public official.
However, I understand that the ultimate decision is mine and will be consistent with the mission of the
Authority and my fiduciary duties as a member of the Authority’s board of directors.
I will participate in training sessions, attend board and committee meetings, and engage fully in the board’s
and committee’s decision-making process.
III. Confidentiality
I agree that I will not divulge confidential discussions and confidential matters that come before the board for
consideration or action.
IV. Conflict of Interest
I agree to disclose to the board any conflicts, or the appearance of a conflict, of a personal, financial, ethical,
or professional nature that could inhibit me from performing my duties in good faith and with due diligence
and care.
I do not have any interest, financial or otherwise, direct or indirect, or engage in any business or transaction
or professional activity or incur any obligation of any nature, which is in substantial conflict with the proper
discharge of my duties in the public interest.
Signature:
Print Name:
Authority Name:
Date:

_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

